
Delapré Festival Of Books 2018
Programme of Events



Wewelcome you to the first ever
Festival of Books at Delapré Abbey.

Delapré Abbey
Urban Country House and Park
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Follow - @delapreabbey & tag us with #delaprebookfest



Amber Butchart

The Dissemination of Style:
Fashion in Film and Illustration

Talk at 5:30pm. Book signing at 6:30pm.

In this illustrated talk, fashion historian
Amber Butchart discusses her two latest
books, Fashion Illustration in Britain
(British Library, 2017) and The Fashion of
Film (Mitchell Beasley, 2016). She tracks
the dissemination of style from the page
to the screen and from 18th century
periodicals to Hollywood’s Golden Age.

Amber Butchart is a fashion historian and
author working across cultural heritage,
broadcasting and academia. Amber has
researched and presented
documentaries for the BBC and is an
Associate Lecturer at London College of
Fashion. She is a regular speaker at many
UK cultural hotspots from the Tate to the
V&A. Her publications include The
Fashion of Film, Nautical Chic, and a
history of British fashion illustration for
the British Library.

SATURDAY

Mark Purcell

The Country House Library

Talk at 4pm.

Book signing at 5pm.

£15

£10

Librarian and writer Mark Purcell
explains the history of British and
Irish country house libraries from
Roman times to the present day.

Purcell looks at the obsession with
collecting, the process of designing
library buildings and the care and
neglect of book collections.

Purcell is deputy director of
Cambridge University Library and
was the former libraries curator to
the National Trust.

LIBRARY STAGE

Image Copyright of Jo Duck
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Empowering Women and Celebrating Your Community
Jenny Lewis

Jenny will be talking through the motivation to create her two
photographic series. One Day Young captured women in the first 24 hours
after birth. Jenny Lewis photographed 150 women in this powerful
moment creating a new visual dialogue to celebrate women. Her latest
book is another series of over a hundred creatives in her community. Each
subject chose the next creating a family tree of inspiration.

Jenny Lewis grew up in Essex andmoved to Hackney over 20 years ago. She
studied Fine Art – Painting before moving into Photography.

Talk at 2:30pm.
Book signing at 3:30pm.

£10

1849 - Hull is a city forgotten
and abandoned; in the grip of
a cholera outbreak that sees
its poorest citizens cut down
by the dozen…

D.M. Mark is the historical

alter ego of David Mark, who

was a crime journalist before

becoming a novelist. He has

written six novels in the

McAvoy series. Dark Winter

was selected for the

Harrogate New Blood panel

and was a Richard & Judy pick

and a Sunday Times

bestseller. The Zealot's Bones

is his first historical crime

novel.

David Mark
The Zealot’s Bones

Talk at 1pm.

Book signing at 2pm.

£5

Mistress and Commander is the true
story of characters: the boat, her
skippers, surveyors, repairers,
passengers, engineers, rivals,
marine officials and owner. All of
themmen. Except, Amelia Dalton.

Amelia fell out of love with her safe,

predictable country life and was

thrown into a world of suspicious

chauvinistic fishermen. It began as

a love affair with the sea,

uninhabited islands and a boat.

Unexpectedly becoming a battle to

pay back loans, appease

shareholders and learn to run the

ship’s engines.

Amelia Dalton
Mistress and Commander

Talk at 11:30am.

Book signing at
12:30pm.

£5

Sarah Ward
Murder in a
Cold Climate
Crime writer, Sarah Ward,
whose critically acclaimed
series is set in the Derbyshire
Peaks, talks about her books
and her work as a Nordic noir
award judge. How has
Scandinavian crime fiction
influenced British crime
writing and why are we so
attracted to books set in cold
climes? Sarah will take you
through the books of some of
the greats of Nordic noir and
discuss how she uses a chilly
setting in her own novels.

£5

Talk at 10am.

Book signing at 11am.
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SATURDAY
MARQUEE STAGE

@places_and_books - Bookstagrammer

Andy is a bookstagrammer with over 9000 followers, a fact which he is
regularly shocked by. He knows nothing particularly useful about
photography but has a lot of fun taking pictures nevertheless. He
freely admits to not owning an iPhone.

Talk at 4pm. £2.50

@who_is_reading_what
- Bookstagrammer

Who’s Reading What is a photo-project that came out of a
passion for books and of the long, boring, humdrum, daily
hours of commuting. You will see pictures of commuters
reading books, using this brief interlude to sit down, take some
rest and finally read a book. They talk about the passion for
books and about reading in the age of commuting.

Franca Vicomanni is Italian. She fell in love with pictures 20
years ago. She was born in Rome but before moving to London
10 years ago, spent most of her life in Sicily. Her bookstagram
has been picked as the best account by Besidemag.co.uk.

Talk at 1pm. £2.50
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Through a series of accidents and lurches he has learnt a fair amount about Instagram and
the book community which he would love to share with you such as;

• Who are the bookstagrammers?

• Finding your niche

• How to grow your account

• Social media andmental wellbeing

• And whether books and social media are friends or enemies?



Found Fiction - Bookstagrammer

Talk at 11:30am. £2.50

Having always felt that writing is a calling rather than a hobby or job,
Steve Clarkson asks if it's impossible to teach someone else to be a
writer.

Drawing on his inspiration and others', he considers the importance of
self-belief, empathy and vision in writing creatively - and questions
whether these qualities are innate or conditioned.

Steve also talks about his guerrilla publishing project Found Fiction -
in which an army of literary distributors leave anonymous short stories
in envelopes marked 'read me' around public spaces worldwide.

@booksandquills - Bookstagrammer

Talk at 10am. £5

Sanne from the YouTube channel Booksandquills
talks about how to get started with sharing your
love of books online, whether it’s on YouTube,
Instagram, a blog or podcast. From tips on how to
come up with ideas and which platform to pick, to
creating a community and working with publishers.
Come chat about Booktube, TBRs and shelfies!

Sanne Vliegenthart is the creator of the successful YouTube channel Booksandquills. She’s
been creating videos about books, career advice, and productivity since 2008. Originally
from the Netherlands and now living in London, Sanne loves to share her discoveries online
and is always looking for bookshops, museums, films and plant shops to recommend. She’s
one of the winners of YouTube Nextup Europe and currently works at Penguin Random
House UK. You can also find her on Instagram and Twitter @booksandquills.
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SATURDAY
WHAT'S ON

£20

Creative Writing Workshop - How to Get Ideas and What
to Do With Them

10am.

SATURDAY
WHAT'S ON

1pm.

Develop a variety of techniques for creating new pieces, and to start at least one short piece
of creative writing with Morgen Bailey.

Working from prompts, participants will learn the skills for creating a variety of different
pieces as well as how to move on when you hit with writer’s block.

• Analysing the components of creative writing.

• Using simple techniques to develop ideas.

• Sharing and feedback: what has been learned and what is still to be learned;
suggestions for follow-up.

• Bring paper / pen or pencil and / or laptop if preferred

£10

Coach House Workshops
This workshop will be talking about character creation in
tech and howwe can incorporate writing skills into the
growing world of technology. There will also be a brief
introduction to a software that is used in Bot and AI
creation. Chloe Pattison and her teamwill teach the
skills of how to write personas and start you on the right
path for making your own bots, which is a growing
market filled with opportunity. You won't need any
coding skills or even much experience with tech as it is
quite simple to learn and they can introduce you to
places you can learn more.

You may want to bring a device or pen and paper to note
some things down on that youmay find interesting, but
other than that, all you need is yourselves!
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Chatbot Workshop



Bookmark Making with Tandy Leather - 10am-5pm. £2 per project.

Create your own unique bookmark using a great selection of leather stamping tools.

Alice in Wonderland Croquet - 10am-4pm. £1 per person.

Book Trail - 10am-5pm. £2.50 per child.

Find the clues in the Walled Garden to claim your prize!

Raffle - 10am-7pm. £5 per ticket.

Purchase a ticket to help towards the ongoing restoration of the Abbey and be in with a chance of

winning a hamper of books and other goodies.

Goody Bag - 10am-7pm. £5.

Take home a lasting souvenir of your day and have a reusable bag for all your book buying needs!

The Beer Garage and The Prosecco Van - 10am-7pm. Prices vary.

Refresh yourself with a craft beer, a gin and tonic or a cold glass of bubbly.

Quote Wall - 10am-7pm. Free.

Attach your own favourite quote and discover new books or authors from the quotes already

displayed.

Secondhand Book Stall- 10am-4pm.

Browse on our secondhand book stall for a great new read.

Colouring and Activities - 10am-4pm. Free.

Colouring, quizzes and work sheets for children to enjoy on the day or take home to do later.

Harry Potter Experience in the Game Larder
Meet a variety of mysterious animals and relate them to your
favourite creatures from the amazing Harry Potter books.
10am-5pm. Free.
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Sara Pascoe

Animal

Talk at 5:30pm. Book signing at 6:30pm.

Join Sara Pascoe as she discusses her
critically acclaimed book ‘Animal’.

‘Animal’ explores theories of how the
female body evolved alongside cultural
analysis and personal experience. The
book provides a fascinating insight into
the forces that mould and affect modern
women - and it’s packed full of jokes too.

Sara has appeared on Live at The Apollo,
Mock the Week, QI, Room 101, Never
Mind the Buzzcocks and 8 out of 10 Cats,
as well as acting in Twenty Twelve and
The Thick of It and writing columns for
The Guardian.

SUNDAY

Kevan Manwaring

The Mythscapes of Childhood:
Northamptonshire Folk Tales

Talk at 4pm.

Book signing at 5pm.

£20

£5

Northampton-born storyteller,
author and academic Kevan
Manwaring, will discuss the creation
of his collection, Northamptonshire
Folk Tales, with examples from the
book and anecdotes about the
personal mythscape of his childhood
that went into its evolution – one that
had Delapré at its heart.

Kevan Manwaring is an author,
professional storyteller and academic
with extensive experience of giving
readings, performing and teaching in
diverse settings (Greece, Thailand,
Italy, Egypt). Currently a Creative
Writing PhD candidate at the
University of Leicester, where he is
working on a novel, he divides his
time between research, writing, and
teaching. He has been an academic
consultant for BBC 4’s ‘The Secret
Life of Books’, and is a Fellow of the
Higher Education Academy,
Hawthornden Castle and the Eccles
Centre.

LIBRARY STAGE
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Routes into Writing

Rosalind Jana

Rosalind Jana reads from her work and talks about her particular route
into writing: looking along the way at poetry, prose, the power of young
people’s voices, using the internet to one’s advantage, tailoring writing to
different audiences, the shifting world of freelancing and howwe define
‘success’.

Rosalind Jana began her first proper forays into writing age 14 when she
set up a fashion blog. She won the Vogue Talent Contest at 16. Rosalind
Jana has gone on to write for places including British Vogue and BBC Radio
4. She is currently Violet magazine's junior editor.

Talk at 2:30pm.
Book signing at 3:30pm.

£5

Deborah Delano will be
reading selections from her
eclectic works and inviting
discussion of social class,
gender, sexuality, murder and
magic.

Deborah’s first work, ‘The

Things You Do’, is a memoir

detailing her experiences of

growing up a working-class

lesbian in Northampton.

Deborah Delano
Storytelling in the Blood

Talk at 1pm.

Book signing
at 2pm.

£2.50

David Hutter's satirical novella

"Fake News" was named as one of

the 10 best books on the Donald

Trump presidency by The

Independent — the only satire on

the list. In it, Donald Trump's

actions and decisions are inspired

by obscure and strange historical

events from ancient China, Tudor

England, the French Revolution

and the Cold War.

David Hutter
Strange Historical Facts
Reimagined in the World
of Donald Trump

Talk at 11:30am.

Book signing at 12:30pm.

£2.50

Steven Neil
Researching and
Writing Historical
Fiction
Steven Neil has a BSc in
Economics from the London
School of Economics, a BA in
English Literature and an MA in
Creative Writing from Oxford
Brookes University. In his
working life he has been a
bookmaker’s clerk,
management tutor,
management consultant,
bloodstock agent and
racehorse breeder. He is
married and lives in rural
Northamptonshire. He is the
author of the 19th century
historical romance, The Merest
Loss and here he discusses the
process he went through to
write this book.

£2.50

Talk at 10am.

Book signing at 11am.
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SUNDAY
MARQUEE STAGE

John Clare Wooden Sculpture Workshop
with Jamie Poole

£20

During this workshop with Jamie Poole, participant's will create a wooden sculpture of an
animal or a bird. These will be decorated using the words of the famous Northamptonshire
poet, John Clare. Students will learn how to rip, tear andmanipulate lines of poetry to create
beautiful collaged designs that can be proudly displayed at home. There will be a choice of
making a free-standing piece or one that can be hung on the wall. All materials will be
provided for this two-hour workshop including wooden kits, colour paper words and glue!

1pm.

Coach House Workshops
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Join us at the Marquee stage area for all things fun!! This dedicated kids zone
will have various family friendly activites for children to enjoy. Get your face
painted, colour in your favourite authors, enjoy the entertainment andmunch
on lots of foodie treats.

Kids Zone

Wewill also be reading out some of the best entries to our writing competition.
The competition was put out to local schools and children from around
Northamptonshire.

Come along to listen to the prize winning short stories and poems.

Enjoy the fun and listen to the best from our writing competition.

Writing Competition Winners - 2pm.



£5

An Evening with Rumi
A concert performance of selected song
settings by Esbe with an introductory talk
by Raficq Abdulla.
A few years ago, Esbe was introduced to the wonderful poetry of Jalaluddin Rumi by her
friend, Raficq Abdulla. Raficq, is a writer and public speaker, well known for his talks on
Rumi and Attar and was awarded an MBE for his interfaith work. Esbe is a composer,
musician and producer. Having already set two poems by early Middle Eastern poets to
music, she composed to some of Raficq's reinterpretations from his book, Words of Paradise
and the collection grew to twelve songs.

The format will be a talk by Raficq followed by eight songs performed by Esbe accompanied
by her brilliant classical guitarist, Kiril Boshikyov.

Performance

5pm.

Raficq will give some background to the timeless themes Rumi
contemplates, putting them into literary, religious and historical
context and he will make reference to some of the poems Esbe has
set.

An Evening With Rumi will celebrate the poet, his beautiful words and
the sensitively composed songs he has inspired.

Creating Fictional Characters Workshop
Learn what elements make up a character and different ways of
creating fictional characters with Julia Thorley.
The two-hour session will provide the opportunity to explore
the traits that make up a character. Get an opportunity to think

10am.

about the characters you encounter every day, create characters and insert them into various
situations, considering ways in which these characters could be used in future projects.

• What makes up a person’s character.

• Which comes first – story or character? Backstory: the hows and the whys.

• Considering favourite fictional character from a novel, film or play; and
characters we encounter every day.

• Creating characters from a selection of images and inserting them into
scenarios.

£10
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SUNDAY
WHAT'S ON

Book Trail
Put on your detective hat in our book themed trail.

Wander around our Walled Garden and search for clues. Once you
discover the secret code, head on over to our Vistor Welcome Centre/shop
and claim your prize.

This trail is great for the kids but adults can get involved too!
10am-5pm. £2.50 per child

Raffle

Purchase a ticket to help towards the ongoing restoration of the Abbey and be in with a
chance of winning a hamper of books and other goodies.

10am-7pm.

£5 per ticket.

Goody Bag

Take home a lasting souvenir of your day and have a resusable bag for all your book
buying needs.

10am-7pm.

£5
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Quote Wall

Attach your own favourite quote and discover new books or authors from the quotes
already displayed.

10am-7pm.

Free.

Secondhand Book Stall

Browse on our secondhand book stall for a great new read.

10am - 4pm.

Colouring and Activities

Colouring, quizzes and work sheets for children to enjoy on the day or take home to do
later.

10am-4pm.

Free.

Refresh yourself with a craft beer, a gin and tonic or a cold glass of bubbly.

We welcome The Beer Garage who excite us with great beer, new flavours
and a welcoming atompshere. They have a carefully selected range of
craft beer by the bottle, can and on tap.

Alongside the beer we play host to The Prosecco Van. With bubbly on tap,
this authentic Italian Piaggio Ape is a perfect addition to the event.

10am-7pm. Prices Vary
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The Beer Garage and The Prosecco Van



Michael Pennington
King Lear in Brooklyn

Talk at 5:30pm. Book signing at 6:30pm.

MONDAY

Elizabeth Evershed

Reading and Time Travel: A
Journey Through 900 Years of
Books

Talk at 4pm.

Book signing at 5pm.

£10£5

In celebration of our 900-year history,
science fiction writer Elizabeth
Evershed will be taking listeners on a
tour of books and readers through
the ages, focusing on the power of
the written word to connect us with
times long past and futures yet
unrealised. From the libraries of
medieval nuns to twenty-first-century
e-book readers, we'll be looking at
how and why we love to read.

Elizabeth Evershed is an author with
a particular interest in books and
bookishness, time-slip and historical
fiction. After completing a PhD in late
medieval and early modern studies in
Durham, she now lives and works in
London.

LIBRARY STAGE

Shakespearean actor Michael Pennington
appeared as King Lear in New York in 2014.
In 2016 he reprised the role in a major UK-
wide tour starting at the Theatre Royal,
Northampton. King Lear in Brooklyn is
Pennington’s meditations on grappling with
Shakespeare’s greatest role, and gives a
fascinating insight into the mental and
physical impact the role can have on those
who take on the challenge. Containing
sharp reportage on the time he spent in
Brooklyn, Pennington examines the
relationships between the cast and the
characters they play, and explores the
director’s approach to Lear and that of the
other actors.
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Breaking the Mould of Girls in Crafts

The London Loom

In this colourful talk, owners of The London Loom Francesca Kletz
and Brooke Dennis will discuss their new book Weave This and
how they had to establish their own ‘craft tribe’ in order to build
their business.

Brooke and Francesca started their weaving and textile crafts
workshop The London Loom at the start of 2017. They have revived
weaving from an archaic guildcraft to something accessible,
modern and fresh. People travel from all over the world to attend
workshops at The London Loom.

Talk at 2:30pm. Book signing at 3:30pm.

Sue Bentley will talk about
the challenge of writing for
Children, YA and Adults. Are
children's books easier to
write? What are the secrets
of getting it right for Teens
and Adults? Are there rules
that apply to all writing,
whatever the age group or
genre?

Sue Bentley is the author of
over 70 books for adults and
children including worldwide
best-selling books Magic
Kitten and Magic Ponies.

Sue Bentley
Writing for Different
Age Groups

Talk at 1pm.

Book signing at 2pm.

£5

Sarah Veness is an award-winning
Northamptonshire author who is
motivated by her own life events to
encourage and inform people about
dementia andmemory issues.

In the current climate of a rising
ageing population, ‘The Memory Box’
is a welcome addition to a growing
collection of books written by those
living with memory loss and
dementia.

Sarah Veness
Don't Curse the Darkness,
Light a Candle

Talk at 11:30am.

Book signing at 12:30pm.

£2.50

Kate Fulford
From Fiction to Fact
and Back Again
Kate Fulford will discuss how
her fantasy of becoming a
published author eventually
became a reality and how she
used real life events as the
basis for her fictional work.

Kate had a long and varied
career but at the back of her
mind there had always been
the idea that she wanted to be
a full-time fiction writer. So,
when the time finally seemed
right, she decided to put some
real effort into turning this
fantasy into a reality.

Her debut novel, In-Laws and
Outlaws, has been released by
Thistle Publishing.

£2.50

Talk at 10am.

Book signing at 11am.

£10
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Talk at 10am. £2.50

MONDAY
MARQUEE STAGE

Linda Hill
Reviewing - Why Bother?
Linda Hill is a self-retired educational
consultant, adviser and inspector who
has always adored books and reading.
Having begun by reviewing books on a
casual basis, Linda now has a
successful book blog at
www.lindasbookbag.com and has
become an award-winning blogger in
the three years since she began her
blog.

Her talk will cover being a reviewer,
why reviews matter, what makes a
successful review, taking reviewing a
stage further and a Q&A session. She
will touch on how to join the online
community, impacting an author,
dealing with books you don’t enjoy and
how to get started.

Talk at 11:30am. £5

Gareth Ogden
Self-Publishing
Your First Novel

A brief guide to self-publishing a novel to
a professional standard, based on his
very recent experiences. This is not an
'expert's guide', but his experiences as a
new author, just starting out - the aim
being to show people what to expect if
they want to publish their own works.
He'll also cover what it means to be an
'Authorpreneur' for those considering a
career as an independent author.

G J Ogden created and launched Custom
PCmagazine for Dennis Publishing Ltd,
the most successful enthusiast PC
magazine in the UK, before later moving
into technology PR andmarketing.
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Performance

Talk at 1pm £2.50

Northants Authors
Meet local authors and listen to extracts from
their work

A chat show with a difference! Join Oscar Wilde as he
interviews a leading celebrity of the Victorian era, recounts a
story or two and invites his audience to get "Caught in the Act"!

Acclaimed actor Jonathan Goodwin plays the famed Victorian
wit, in a show packed with comedy, music and audience
participation. The script is written and adapted by Goodwin,
and co-directed by Goodwin and Gary Archer.

Tea With Oscar Wilde

5pm.
Adults: £10
Children £8

19

An hour with local authors reading extracts from their books, talking about the industry,
their route to publication, how they get their ideas, and Q&A. Learn about the talented
authors Northamptonshire has to offer and ask those burning questions youmight have
about your own creative writing ambitions.



MONDAY
WHAT'S ON

Coach House Workshops
Freestyle Author Embroidery with
The London Loom

Using cloth printed up with your favourite authors' faces, they will show you the best
embroidery and embellishment techniques to make the snazziest, most fabulous pieces of
textile art for you to take home and hang with pride.

This workshop includes the prices of all the materials and equipment you will need to
embellish your cloth print with, they will talk you through how to start and then you are free
to freestyle the afternoon away!

In this class you will learn the essential embroidery techniques for embellishing your own
artwork. The ticket price includes your embroidery hoop, printed fabric and needle.

Yay books! Yay embroidery! Now, how to do both? We’ll
show ya! Francesca Kletz and Brooke Dennis, authors of
Weave This are hosting this wonderful embroidery and
embellishment workshop teaching you how to create
your very own literary wall art.

4:30pm. £45

Writing Flash Fiction and Short Stories Workshop
Identify the formats of flash fiction, short stories and longer pieces and
to start at least one short piece in this workshop with Morgen Bailey.

Working from prompts, participants will learn the skills for creating
pieces of different lengths.

• Analysing the components of short fiction.

• Using simple techniques to develop short story ideas.

• Individual, pair and group work.

• Sharing and feedback: what has been learned and what is still to be learned;
suggestions for follow-up.

• Bring paper / pen or pencil and / or laptop if preferred

11:30pm. £5
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Book Trail - 10am-5pm. £2.50 per child.

Find the clues in the Walled Garden to claim

your prize!

Raffle - 10am-7pm. £5 per ticket.

Purchase a ticket to help towards the ongoing

restoration of the Abbey and be in with a chance

of winning a hamper of books and other

goodies.

Goody Bag - 10am-7pm. £5.

Take home a lasting souvenir of your day and

have a reusable bag for all your book buying

needs!

Face Painting - 10am-5pm. Prices from £2.

Have your face painted as your favourite book

character!

The Beer Garage and The Prosecco Van -

10am-7pm. Prices vary.

Refresh yourself with a craft beer, a gin and

tonic or a cold glass of bubbly.

Quote Wall - 10am-7pm. Free.

Attach your own favourite quote and discover

new books or authors from the quotes already

displayed.

Secondhand Book Stall- 10am-4pm.

Browse on our secondhand book stall for a

great new read.

Colouring and Activities - 10am-4pm. Free.

Colouring, quizzes and work sheets for children

to enjoy on the day or take home to do later.

Writing for Young Readers Aged 6 - 10 Workshop
Learn a variety of techniques for writing for younger readers with
Monica Withrington. Working from prompts, participants will learn
the skills for creating short pieces for younger readers.

• Analysing the differences between writing for adults
and children.

• Discussing opportunities for authors of children’s
writing.

• Sharing and feedback: what has been learned and
what is still to be learned; suggestions for follow-up.

• Bring paper / pen or pencil and / or laptop if preferred
10am. £5
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delapreabbey.org

@delapreabbey


